2021 Highlights

Introduction
Nearly two years have passed since the coronavirus
pandemic emerged and raced around the globe, leaving
no society or economy untouched. The pandemic
accelerated challenges facing the global economy and
created new challenges for world leaders, from oil price
shocks to inflation to supply chain disruptions.
Covid-19 held a mirror to society’s biggest problems,
from climate change to inequality, and forced humanity
to grapple with their consequences. But even as we learn
to live with the pandemic, the success of groundbreaking
mRNA vaccines, the acceleration of the digital economy,
and a focus on government spending to save lives
and improve livelihoods demonstrate that humankind
is capable of taking on — and overcoming — great
challenges. In science and technology, we’ve entered a
new age of discovery.
The fourth annual Bloomberg New Economy Forum was
one of the first major in-person gatherings of public and
private sector leaders since the onset of the pandemic.
Held from November 16-19 in Singapore, the Forum
hosted over 350 delegates and 46 countries from around
the world to confront the many challenges laid bare by the
pandemic, and the opportunities that have emerged in its
wake.
Please find in the following pages an overview of the
forum and the conversations that unfolded across three
exciting days.
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Editorial Highlights
1. U.S.-China relations
remain fraught
The tense relationship between
two of the world’s great powers
dominated this year’s convening,
which took place just after a crucial
summit between President Joe Biden
and Chinese leader Xi Jinping. In
a keynote address, Chinese Vice
President Wang Qishan, technically
Xi’s No. 2, vowed that Beijing will
continue opening up to foreign
investment. Former Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton predicted that the
Biden administration would remove

“... a victor is not
possible without a risk of
destroying humanity,”
Henry A. Kissinger
Former U.S. Secretary of State
and National Security Advisor

some punitive tariffs on China that
have “hurt” the U.S. Influential former
U.S. diplomat Henry Kissinger said the
nations must move “towards a pattern
in which disputes are attempted to be
mitigated, and in which they realize
that a victor is not possible without
a risk of destroying humanity,” in a
virtual conversation with Bloomberg
Editor-in-Chief John Micklethwait.
Beijing bears responsibility for a
“particularly bad patch” in ties with
India, said Indian Foreign Minister
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar.

2. We must learn to live
with Covid
Singapore hosted the New Economy
Forum despite widespread curbs as
the pandemic continues to spread.
Social-distancing rules were enforced

to review them, according to Roche
Pharmaceuticals Chief Executive
Officer Bill Anderson.

3. Funding is key in the fight
against climate change

“... the death rate and the
disease rate ought to
be coming down pretty
dramatically,”
Bill Gates
Co-Chair, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

broadly to ensure safety. Singapore’s
game plan for reopening remains
“step by step,” Prime Minister Lee
said in an interview with Bloomberg
Editor-in-Chief John Micklethwait.
But Covid deaths and infection rates
may dip below seasonal flu levels
by the middle of 2022, predicted
philanthropist Bill Gates. Between
natural and vaccine immunity and
emerging oral treatments, “the death
rate and the disease rate ought to be
coming down pretty dramatically,” he
said. Executives also talked about
the health-care challenges that
have emerged during the pandemic.
The pace of approvals for Covid-19
diagnostic tests has been slowed by
the limited number of staff qualified

Faster action is needed to move
coal-dependent nations to lesspolluting alternatives and keep global
emissions reductions on track,
according to U.S. climate envoy John
Kerry. “We have to start where the
greatest amount of emissions are if
we’re going to win the battle,” Kerry
told the forum. Nations need to
focus on effective climate financing

“We have to start where
the greatest amount of
emissions are if we’re going
to win the battle,”
John Kerry
U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate

for the developing world to maintain
momentum after the Glasgow talks,
said Rania Al-Mashat, Minister for
International Cooperation of Egypt,
which is scheduled to host COP27 in
November next year. HSBC CEO Noel
Quinn said governments will need
to put up public funds and set clear
ground rules to back private capital
in financing the transition to a zerocarbon future.

4. Cryptocurrency remains
controversial
Hillary Clinton took a swipe at
cryptocurrencies, saying they have
the power to weaken entire countries
eventually. The crypto industry
“has the potential for undermining
currencies, for undermining the role
of the dollar as the reserve currency,
for destabilizing nations,” the former
Secretary of State said. Axel Weber,
CEO of UBS, is “skeptical” of

cryptocurrencies. The idea of moving
“payments from banks and cash to
something that is an anonymous
vehicle where both sides of the
transactions are not known — that
will not survive,” he said at the forum.
The CEO of global cryptocurrency
exchange Binance, Changpeng “CZ”
Zhao, brought a more optimistic
outlook to the forum. Binance’s U.S.
affiliate may raise a couple hundred
million dollars in its funding round
expected to close soon, he said in
an interview on the sidelines of
the forum.

The crypto industry “has the
potential for undermining
currencies, for undermining
the role of the dollar as
the reserve currency, for
destabilizing nations.”
Hillary Rodham Clinton
Former U.S. Secretary of State

5. The outlook for inflation
and supply chains
In discussions about how Covid
is reshaping the world economy,
executives warned of sticky inflation
and super charged technological
disruption. Goldman Sachs CEO
David Solomon warned that markets
could face a rocky time ahead
as the global economy seeks to
emerge from the abrupt impact of
the pandemic. “When I step back

and think about my 40 year career,
there have been periods of time when
greed has far outpaced fear — we
are in one of those periods of time,”
Solomon said. Despite supply chain
challenges, the chip crunch that’s
curtailed production in everything
from cars to PCs is gradually easing,
Micron CEO Sanjay Mehrotra told
the forum. The crisis has affirmed
the importance of diversifying and
globalizing supply chains, he said.

“When I step back and think
about my 40 year career,
there have been periods
of time when greed has far
outpaced fear — we are in
one of those periods of time,”
David M. Solomon
Chairman and CEO, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

Institutional Impact
Bloomberg New Economy
International Cancer Coalition

Bloomberg New
Economy Councils

In 2019, at the Bloomberg New
Economy Forum in Beijing, a group
of experts convened to strategize
areas where the two countries could
collaborate. The expert group, co-led
by Asia Society and Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center, alongside
researchers and Chinese and
international bio-pharma companies,
put forward the idea of strengthening
international clinical trial collaboration
with the goal of accelerating
development, access and approvals
of cancer treatments that could save
millions of lives. The idea behind the
New Economy International Cancer
Coalition was born.

Launched in Spring 2021, our
Councils serve as the institutional
heart of Bloomberg New Economy,
with dedicated Councils focused on
four of our editorial pillars: Cities,
Health, Climate, and Trade.

In July 2021, the first official meeting
of the Coalition was convened
virtually with leading global experts

across academia, government, and
industry to:
1) Discuss practical ways to promote
international collaboration on cancer
clinical trials.
2) Develop actionable
recommendations on how to leverage
recent shifts in remote monitoring
and improvements in digital
communications to put patients at the
center of clinical trial design
and execution.
The official launch of the Coalition
occurred on November 17, 2021 at the
New Economy Forum in Singapore.
We invite you to learn more about the
Coalition’s work by visiting our website
and reading the recent articles
published by the Financial Times and
Lancet Oncology.

Led by McKinsey & Company,
BloombergNEF, Bloomberg
Economics, and Bloomberg
Intelligence, Councils help us define
the roadmap for our new economy.
These invitation-only working groups
are integral in shaping the annual
New Economy Forum; serving as
a year-round braintrust; fostering
knowledge- and ideas-exchange;
and producing actionable

recommendations for business
and government in combating the
critical challenges our world faces.
At the 2021 New Economy Forum,
30+ Council members spoke on
plenary sessions or led special
working sessions focused on defining
tangible solutions, from recalculating
supply chain risks to promoting
dynamism in the cities of the
new economy.
We invite you to learn more about
our Health, Cities, Trade, and
Climate Councils’ work, released
leading up to and at the forum, at
bloombergneweconomy.com/news/
category/insight/.

Press Recap
The 2021 Bloomberg New Economy
Forum made global headlines, with
more than 450 pieces of original
coverage across the U.S., Asia, Middle
East, Europe, Africa, Australia and
Latin America.
The Economist’s November 27
Schumpeter column described the
New Economy Forum this way:
“Designed to be more useful than
Davos, less Utopian than COP26
and less wooden than China’s Boao
forum, the summit convenes some of
the figures who built Sino-American
links over the past decades, and
bosses and investors responsible for
over $20trn of market value.”
A Financial Times exclusive covered
the launch of the Bloomberg New
Economy International Cancer
Coalition and The Lancet followed
suit with its influential headline: “New
coalition to harmonise USA–China
cancer research and care.”
From the plenary stage, delegate
voices on everything ranging from
U.S.-China relations to climate and
Hillary Clinton’s comments on crypto
drove news.
Hank Paulson’s day two speech led
New York Times’ “Dealbook.”

Reuters drove headlines with new
comments from the bosses of Tata
Sons, HSBC and Macquarie (partners
in the Bloomberg-led Climate Finance
Leadership Initiative) during their
panel on corporate commitments to
net-zero. John Kerry’s conversation
with Head of Bloomberg Economics
Stephanie Flanders featured on page
1A of the Straits Times.
Coverage also flowed in from
CNBC, The Wall Street Journal, The
New York Times “Media Equation”
column, South China Morning Post,
Newsweek, CNN Business, Caixin,
Times of India, Politico Global Insider,
BBC, CCTV, Global Times, The
Business Times, Sydney Morning
Herald, All Africa, Yicai and many
more.
On the final day, Mike Bloomberg’s
announcement of the New Economy
Gateway events, starting with Latin
America in 2022 sparked 70+ English
and Spanish language stories.

Bloomberg coverage across platforms amplified the
New Economy Forum globally:
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Hillary discusses Sino Russia
relations topped Zhihu on
Nov 20 with 4.4M impressions
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